
Please read carefully before attempting to fit the seat. If you are not the end user, 
please make sure the aftercare instructions are made available for the end user to read.

fitting instructions

This toilet seat is designed so that it can be quickly removed for cleaning the toilet pan. 

To activate the quick release mechanism lift the lid and seat up. 

Press the buttons on the inner ends of the hinges and lift. 

To replace the seat align the sockets with the pins and firmly press into position. 

quick release hinges

Insert the screws within the hinge anchors, as shown, then fix to the pan 
using either the bottom fixing or top fixing method. Begin to tighten the 
screws until they are loosely secured, to allow for adjustment of the seat on 
the pan. NOTE: for uneven ceramic surfaces use the wedge washer in place 
of the anchor washer and orient it accordingly.

Maximum adjustment of the pin position is achieved by rotation of the hinge 
anchor around the screw (adjustment A in the diagram). Further fine 
adjustment of the pin position can be achieved by sliding the screw in the 
hinge anchor (adjustment B).

Adjust the position of the hinge anchors so that the pins align with the 
sockets on the hinge. Insert the pins into the hinge sockets and firmly press 
down until you hear them click into position.

Adjust the hinge anchor position to make the seat line up with the pan.  
When you are satisfied the seat and pan are in the correct position, remove 
the seat from the hinge anchors  (see quick release diagram opposite) and 
fully tighten the screw in the top-fix insert. Place the cover plates over the 
hinge anchors and replace the seat and click into position.
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